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Task force deals
with University
by Andy Dugan
computer
issues
Housing a bit of history
Monday Feature

By Heather Cvengros
The BG News

Hotel Millikin has seen events over its lifetime

After recognizing numerous
tasks needed to be accomplished
concerning University computer
facilities, a task force of faculty
and staff formed in June to address these issues.
"The Task Force came
together because we realized
there were no plans in place to
handle the increasing number of
network users," said Ann Marie
Lancaster, chairwoman of Computer Science.
Task force members formed
several different teams to focus
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By Jim Vickers
The BC News

numbers of vehicles on the road
each year."
Votava said improving traffic
safety has been one of the goals
There has been an increase in the police division has tried to
the number of criminal incidents pursue over the past year.
handled by the Bowling Green
The police division is also at
Police Division during the first the beginning of the hiring prothree quarters of 1994, according cess of the 14 officers approved
to police reby voters in the passage of a 1993
ports.
levy, Votava said.
"There ha"We only have three of these
ven't been
many major
crimes this
year," said
Capt. Thomas
Votava of the
Bowling Green
Criminal arrests are up
Police Division.
from last year by 21
"But we have
percent.
been busy."
/ There is a decrease in
Criminal arrests are up 21 perthe number of serious
cent over last year. He said there
crimes, including
has also been an increase in the
murders and rapes, this
number of traffic accidents.
year from last year.
The increase in traffic accidents is disturbing to the police
The department has
division, Votava said.
hired three of the 14
officers it plans to add
"The whole point of traffic enforcement is to minimize accito the force permadents, and we are not seeing a
nently. The others will
corresponding decrease in acbe added in the future.
cordance with our efforts," Votava said. "Part of it may be beSee POLICE, page (hree.
cause there is an increase in
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Mill IK

William H. Millikin established the premier hotel in Bowling
Green Jan. 4, 1897. Some references called the $75,000 hotel the

The Hotel Millikin.
Once an elegant
social pillar of the county seat,
its second and third floors now
support only its decaying self
as it has stood unoccupied for
36 years.
The institution was conceived on July 4, 1895, when
William H. Millikin, a prosperous oil businessman who was
successful in Wood County,
chose to break ground for the
block that bore his name and
established what was to be-

come the premier hotel of
Bowling Green.
According to Paul Jones,
former editor of the SentinelTribune, who is currently
working on a history book of
Wood County, Millikin had the
potential to become a major financial power.
"Fred Uhlman Sr. had said
once that Millikin had possibilities of becoming one of the
wealthiest men In America, according to a Town and Gown
Newsletter," Jones said.
Jones said the hotel opened
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finest between Toledo and Columbus, according to Paul Jones, a
former editor of tneSentinel-Tribune.
on the corner of East Wooster
and Main Streets without much
fanfare.
"It opened on Jan. 4,1897, on
the corner of what is loosely
called 'The Four Corners,"'
Jones said. "Some references
said it was the finest hotel between Toledo and Columbus."
Jones said the corner of
property on which Millikin
built his hotel was called the
Oklahoma Corner and was the
location of a building the Sentinel had claimed was 'an unsightly mess.' Millikin tore

See TASKFORCE, page three.

City police handle
increase in crimes
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on divising a new authentication
system, designing and implementing interactive account registration software and creating a
new account registration process
called BGNet.
Members are working on the
menu software problems, fixing
the development of on-line
documentation and other handouts for users. Lancaster said.
The library staff, especially
Mary Beth Zachary and Cathy
Kelly, were a key in making the
BGNet registration process
work, Lancaster said.

Police
Department Update

3

down the building to construct
his hotel.
"It was built within four feet
of the curb on the most unsightly corner in BG," Jones
said. "The estimated cost of the
hotel In 189S was $75,000. The
hotel really changed the composition there."
Dick Brown, co-owner of Hotel Lobby Donuts, said because
of its construction, part of the
Hotel's basement sits underneath the sidewalk on Wooster

4

See HOTEL, page four.

Officials say rape statistics disproportionate
By Aaron Epple
The BG News

Sixteen rapes have been documented since 1990, according to
University police.
Although this number may not
seem high. University police,
health officials and counselors
agree it is disproportionate when
the number of unreported rapes
is taken into consideration.
Barbara Waddell, public information officer for the University police, said there have only
been seven situations since 1993
in which a third party had called
and said they know of a woman
who has been raped.
"Victims may report the crime
to their resident adviser. The
R.A is then required to report it
to us, but we dont know whether
they actually do or not," she said.

When a rape occurs, the victim
might want to be made aware of
the available options. The most
obvious choice is to contact the
police, but many victims are
wary of any legal procedure being applied to them.
"They associate [police] with
trials and things like that," said
Julie Broadwell, counselor for
The Link and head of the victim
advocacy program. "They worry
about questions they will be
asked. There's a high feeling that
society will blame them for the
crime."
The Link has a 24-hour hotline
victims may call to be advised on
procedures to follow. The hotline
exists for crisis counseling of
any kind, but Broadwell said
about 90 percent of callers are
sexual assault victims.
Victims can talk to a counselor,

INSIDE

who will refer the case to Broadwell.
Broadwell said she will then
assess the situation and assign an
advocate to help the victim for as
long as needed.
"Our advocates are all volunteers. Initially, sessions will
take place over the phone. After
the first few times, the client will
feel comfortable enough to meet
in person," she said. "They can
accompany the victim for support at the hospital, the police
station or with a prosecutor."
The Link Is mandated by the
state to make an anonymous report when a victim calls in reporting an occurance of rape.
"We have to do that for statistical purposes," Broadwell said
"It helps keep track of where the
crimes are occurring. I think it's
a good idea because there are

CAMPUS
Two University professors
were named editors of |
professional journals. Both
professors sight their plans for |
the journals.
at Page 4

still some people who think rape
doesn't happen at BG."
Contact between the victim
and an advocate can last from
three to five months. If a trial is
involved, it can last much longer.
The Link also provides longterm counseling for the victim.
"How long we counsel a victim
is pretty much up to the client,"
Broadwell said. "At the end, we
can refer them to family services. We also have a support
group they can attend to help
cope with feelings of self-esteem
and anger."
Advocates are mostly women,
but there are two male volunteers.
"Clients mostly speak to the

STATE
A body was found in a pond
at the University of Toledo
Saturday. The body has not yet j
been identified.
«-p«ge3.

women, but some don't mind talking to the men," Broadwell said.
"[Rape victims] should go somewhere where they feel the most
comfortable, whether it be
friends or a health center, and
get the services explained to
them. We've had people come in
months after the incident. I think
they think the bad feelings will
go away over time."
Victims also have the option of
going to the Student Health
Center for a rape kit, which consists of combing swabs or blood
tests. The purpose is to gather
physical evidence and submit it
to the crime lab.
"We encourage them to go to
the police, or the police may encourage them to come here," said
Barbara Hoffman, a nurse at

SPORTS
Ryan Henry set a new MAC
record by throwing six touchdown
passes during ihe Falcons' 59-36
win over Ball State.
«■ Page 5.

Student Health Services.
Because rapes are so often unreported, it is difficult to assess
whether the situation is getting
better or worse.
■ Find out about the legal defi
nition of rape and consequences
for sexual crimes. / 4

"Some national statistics say
one out of every four college
women will be raped, some say
one out of six," Hoffman said.
"Because we're seeing more
women coming in here doesen't
mean it's getting worse. It just
means we're getting more education out there and women are
feeling more comfortable coming out. Rape is something that's
always existed."

WEATHER
Chance of showers. Cool
with a high of 58 degrees.
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Guns no longer toys
for American youth
A teen-ager who wrapped black electrical tape
around rolled-up cardboard and a piece of wood
to rob six people sent a message to the country -- Guns are child's play.
Justin Ira Brown, 17, held victims at what they
thought was gunpoint, stealing at least $140 and perhaps as much as $640. "He admitted he's been robbing these people," said Cincinnati police spokeswoman Lt. Cindy Johns. "He's not old enough to buy
a gun, so he just made one."
Police are still investigating whether Brown committed five other robberies. In addition, they aren't
even sure he made a gun or just created the story.
In an age where guns have become commonplace
in schools, this incident is just another sign that gun
control is nearly a non-existent entity.
Perhaps most significant is the fact that Brown
could have been shot if he was confronted by police
or another thug with a weapon.
A similar incident happened with a toy gun in
which a police officer shot a teen-ager. In response,
such toy giants as Toys 'R Us have banned the sale of
guns that look realistic.
The News realizes this is a start, but banning toy
guns isn't going to help control the nation's youth
from gaining access to the weapons.
In Michigan, the government took steps to keep
kids who carry guns into schools out of the classroom.
If someone is caught bringing a gun into the public
schools, they can be expelled for a year and sent to
an alternative education facility such as military
school (presumably where they can learn to use the
weapons properly).
This is all in an effort to make students feel safe in
a learning environment That is the main reason
some students actually bring the weapons to school.
The News applauds this type of effort, which
makes Michigan the toughest state in the country in
regards to gun control in school.
They have made a leadership step that the rest of
the country should soon follow.
Guns and the nation's youths should not be synonymous - education and youth should.
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Money is not the root of all evil
Is money the root of all evil?
Money and love are the two
things that occupy the minds of
humans more than anything else.
Our quest to conquer and fully
understand both is a never- ending mission. Many just master
the basics of either one or the
other but not both.
You never see someone who
claims they are an expert in both
money and love. I wonder why
that is so. It's probably because
money and love tend to conflict
with each other.
The movie "For Love or
Money" with Michael J. Fox has
his character juggling the decision of wether he should go for
money or love. He chooses love
and ends up getting both. I believe that both is possible if the
lines of communication exist.
However, it seems that both only
happen in the movies.
But that's enough about love,
the issue here is money. Just the
plain old greenback with the
dead presidents on them.
There is a never-ending supply
of self-help books on the subject
of money. They're supposed to
help us budget money to stocks,
bonds and mutual funds to planning our retirement. Retirement.
I just want to graduate from college.
That's the main reason that
most of us are here at this institution of higher learning. Hopefully we will someday make more

Rick
Hackbarth
money than if we didn't have a
degree.
"Money" magazine recently
listed its 1994 Job Rankings, a list
of the 100 most-esteemed jobs.
The job receiving the No. 1 ranking was computer systems analyst, and No. 100 on the list was
garbage collector. Key factors
that went into the job rankings
were short-term outlook, job security, prestige, median annual
incomes and stress and strain
factor. The job of garbage collector didn't score high due to a high
stress and strain factor, low
prestige and median income of
$18,800.
The outlook for the career
areas I'm most interested in
doesn't look to rosy. Journalists
rank No. 62, with average income
of $29,900, a high stress factor
and short-term outlook average.
Television news reporter is

ranked No. 70, with average income of $21,400, poor short-term
outlook, poor job security and an
average stress and strain rating.
Let's get back to life at the
University, where many students
struggle not with understanding
money but just with having
enough money to pay bills and
other necessities.
Having to work my way
through school is a learning experience in itself. It's a learning
experience that a lot of students
have to sustain.
Money doesn't just affect us
college students. It affects every
facet of life. The field of sports is
being affected by the issue of
money like never before. For a
sports addict like myself and
many others, the hockey lockout
and baseball strike is quite disturbing.

Then again, I collect the sports
cards of these athletes because
they go up in value, and it's a hobby. My Ken Griffey Jr. rookie
card is now worth $70. I just collected a 22 karat gold Frank "The
Big Hurt" Thomas card and Marshall Faulk rookie card. So
maybe I'm just as guilty as the
athletes for collecting a huge
sports card collection.
I'll admit one thing about
money and that is I would like to
be rich someday. Who wouldn't
want a lot of money? Perhaps get
on the show "The Lifestyles of
The Rich and Famous" with Robin Leach.

There is one thing about money
that an individual can be assured
of, and that is money is the only
area in one's life that a person
can be true to themselves.
Whether you manage it correctly
The salaries of athletes are de- is another thing, but you can be
finitly getting way out of line. sure that you are the one that
When Anfemee "Penny" Har- controls it.
daway holds out after his rookie
year for a nine-year, $70 million
Now what is the answer to the
contract, and Milwaukee Bucks question of whether money is the
first round draft pick Glenn Rob- root of all evil? No. Only if you let
inson is seeking a $100 million it control you. Although it's a
contract, something is getting simple answer to a deep philoout of whack.
sophical question, just don't
worry about money to the point
I love the games and to watch that you are overwhelmed by it.
these mega-star athletes, but I
Life is too short.
would like to hear Susan Powter
shout "Stop the insanity" just
Rick Hackbarth is a weekly
once about these salaries.
columnist for The News.

Quotable quotes nobody ever said
Ah, October. One of my most
cherished months. A month for
the unusual, the bizarre, the astonishing to take place more than
any other time of the year. So it is
appropiate, I think, to write about
weird stuff that happens on this
mysterious planet of ours.
A little hobby of mine Is to collect quotes, quotable quotes,
famous quotes, strange quotes
and insightful quotes from beings all over the world from
different times. And since I have
begun this hobby, I have discovered, along with some of my
friends at "Reader's Digest,"
that sometimes the most famous
of quotes that we credit to certain individuals actually have
through time either been misquoted or never said their infamous quotes.
For example, Play it again, Sam
is attributed to Humphrey Bogart. Although this is one of the
best known catchphrases with
the tough-guy screen image of
Humphrey Bogart, he never
made the remark. The association arose from Bogart's 1942
film "Casablanca." He played a
nightclub owner who was haunted by the song '"As Time Goes
By,' because it reminded him of
his love for the film's heroine,
played by Ingrid Bergman."
In fact, it was Bergman who
said "Play it, Sam" to the club's
pianist, overcoming his boss' injunction against the song. Bogart
heard the tune and realized that

-Jt»*>o
his lost love had returned. His
wrath with Sam was forgotten.
Or how about this one - Let
them eat cake, which is attributed to Marie Antionette. The
truth is rather funny, at least till
you recall that her head was
chopped off. Here's how it goes.
In October (of course) 1789, the
poor women of Paris marched on
the royal palace of Versailles in
an attempt to force Louis the XVI
to create a new, fair government.
According to tradition, when
his queen, Marie Antionette,
heard the crowd outside and was
told they were hungry and had no
bread, she said: "Qu'ils mangent
de la brioche." This became popularly translated as "Let them
eat cake."
The story was widely circulated at the time and after the
queen's execution. It was held to
typify either her stupidity or her
callous Indifference to the sufferings of the poor. But there is

no evidence that she ever made in any of Conan Doyle's books
does Holmes ever utter the oftenthe remark.
The first reference to the quoted words.
phrase was in the 1760s in JeanHere is one more for the road.
Jacques Rousseau's Confessions You dirty rat attributed to James
when Marie Antionette was still a Cagney. Throughout the decades
young girl.
the name James Cagney personiRousseau relates an anecdote fied gangster films. Cagney was
about a "great princess," who, the craggy-jawed, rasping hoodwhen told that the peasants has lum in the shap-brimmed felt hat.
no bread, replied: "Qu'ils mang- Yet he claims that he never said,
ent de la brioche."
in any of his films, "You dirty
Brioche, a superior kind of rat." However, the line is one all
bread, was the only kind the impersonators use when they
princess knew - so, in fact, the Imitate the Cagney style.
remark was kindly meant. It is
As my chemistry teacher, the
possible that one of France's rev- good Doctor Newman, would
olutionaries, who had read Rous- probably say, "These are great
seau, ascribed the remark to cocktail facts!" And to you, my
Marie Antionette.
fellow students, please reMoney Is the root of all evil is a member that not everything we
famous quote attributed to St. hear is actually true, from ruPaul. What St. Paul really said mors to hearsay to misquotes.
That makes me wonder if
was: "The love of money is the
root of all evil." He did not mean former president George Bush,
that money was evil in itself.
known for his "Read my lips"
Speaking of misquotes, re- quote, actually said "Do you like
member our fellow American my hips?"
Neil Armstong, the first person
Jason E. Wolfe is a weekly colfrom our world to step on the umnist for The News.
moon (at least that we know of).
His actual quote from the moon
was: "That's one small step for a
man. One giant leap for manIn Friday's edition of The
kind."
News, the pullquote In the
Here's a classic. Elementary,
story titled "Jury convicts
my dear Watson! attributed to
UT football player" was
Sherlock Holmes. The very
wrongly attributed. Wood
phrase brings to mind Sir Arthur
County Prosecuting AttorConan Doyle's creation, Sherlock
ney Gary Bishop actually
Holmes, the most famous desaid the quote.
tective of all time. Yet, no where

CORRECTION
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Body found in UT pond

• The annual fall health educators workshop entitled "Advanced Strategies and New Trends
in Supporting Behavior Change" will be held at the Holley Lodge. For more information
call 372-8243.
• The soccer team hosts Cleveland State at 3:30 p.m. at Mickey Cochrane Field.

Thursday
• "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" will be shown free in the Gish Film Theater at 9 p.m. as part of
the Lenhart Classic Film Series. The event is sponsored by the University Activities Organization.

Friday
• "Mrs. Doubtfire" will be shown for $1.50 in 111 Olscamp Hall at 7,9:30 p.m. and midnight tonight and
Saturday. The weekly event is sponsored by the University Activities Organization.
• Men's and women's swimming hosts the Tom Stubbs Relays at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. at Cooper Pool.
• Women's tennis hosts DePaul at 3 p.m. at Keefe Courts.
• The volleyball team hosts Miami at 7 p.m. at Anderson Arena.

Saturday
The football team hosts Miami for Parent's Day at 1 p.m.
The volleyball team hosts Ohio at 7 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

TASKFORCE
Continued from page one.

The task force is also working
on improving the computer labs
on campus. The members analyze and determine what needs to
be done. They would like to see
more computers on campus, as
well as update the existing ones
and purchase more software for
them, she said.
"I help and learn by providing
an academic point of view," said
Tom Klein, task force member
and English professor.
The task force has been meeting with Chris Dalton, vice president for planning and budgeting,
and Gaylyn Finn, University
treasurer, to work out funding
strategies.

"Last month we made a presentation to the president and his
administrative council on [how
and why] the University needs to
establish an effective electronic
information environment," Lancaster said. "They seem to be
very supportive of what we are
trying to accomplish."
Inge Klopping, assistant dean
of information services for the
college of business administration, said the task force will be
beneficial in bringing about
changes to the current computer
system.
"I think it's very positive that a
diverse group of people have
come together for a collaborative
effort to work toward a common
goal," Klopping said.

POLICE
Continued from page one.

four officers each year until they
have filled the positions, Votava
said.

officers hired already," Votava
said. "When we get further along
in the hiring process, we hope to
Bowling Green Police Division
make a greater impact."
detectives, who investigate the
serious crimes committed in the
Votava said due to financial city, have also been busy despite
reasons, the police division can the decrease in the number of senot afford to hire all 14 officers rious crimes over the past year.
at once.
"We've been fortunate that
"It's a slow hiring process be- rape, sexual assault and robbercause of the limited resources ies have been down," Detective
[available] to pay and equip the Brad Conner said. "But there's
officers, which is very expen- always things for us to do here."
sive," Votava said. "We can only
absorb so many officers a year
Conner said detectives come in
and train them to our satisfac- and view reports from the pretion."
vious night or weekend. If there
is an incident that needs to be folThe Bowling Green Police Di- lowed the detectives will do it, he
vision will hire either three or said.

Toledo - The Lucas County
Coronor will perform an autopsy
today on a body found floating in
the University of Toledo's Scon
Park Pond.
The body was that of a 25- to
35-year-old white male weighing
140-165 pounds.
Joseph Skoneckl, UT police
chief, said there was no reason to
suspect foul play.
"There were no apparent
wounds on the body," Skoneckl
said. "There were no stab wounds
or markings. It was bloated and
discolored, which would Indicate
it had been In there for a while.
Right now, we do not suspect foul
play."
Police said the body was wearing only underwear and was
found by a woman walking her
dog around 12:15 p.m. Saturday.
The woman dialed 911 from a restaurant across the street from the
pond.
Police checked the area around
the pond but did not find clothing
or any identification. There is no
indication whether the body was
that of a student or faculty member of the University of Toledo.
Scott Park Pond is located on
the Scott Park Campus of the
University of Toledo. The Scott
Park Campus is 11/2 miles
southeast of the university's
Bancroft campus. The Scott Park
Campus houses the university's

ACROSS
THE WORLD
Miami police monitor
electrocuted in Haiti

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti -- A
Miami man working as a translator for the international police
force in Haiti was electrocuted
Sunday, the first accidental death
In the multinational effort to
restore Haiti's elected government.
In the National Palace, meanwhile, President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide was choosing a new
prime minister.
His top candidate, interim Foreign Minister Claudette Werleigh, was ruled out because of
her leftist bent, and Aristide was
leaning toward a prominent busi-

EXTRA!
EXTRA.!

20 years ago

THEY
SAID IT
"If it is proved that my grandfather was
murdered by the KGB, it will change
the current politics of Lithuania."
Anthony Smetona, grandson of former Lithuanian
president

ACROSS
THE STATE
inmates when law-abiding students struggle to pay tuition
costs."
Marshall said most of the report's recommendations would
Education for inmates
merely redirect money already
available.
AKRON, Ohio -- A report on
Reginald Wilkinson, director of
college education for inmates has Ohio's Department of Rehabilitarecommended additional state
tion and Correction, said he
money to help offset a loss in fed- agrees with the committee's receral funding, the Beacon Journal ommendations and has "instrucreported Sunday.
ted departmental staff to develop
"That's just our opinion," said
a specific action plan for comPaul Marshall, the director of the pliance."
Legislative Office of Education
Researchers found that college
Oversight, which conducted the
programs are perhaps overstudy. "I suspect we're a minorirepresented, amounting to 55
ty view on replacing federal Pell percent of total funding, while
grants."
most inmates need more basic
The report, "Education Behind training. About 75 percent of inBars: Opportunities and Obstamates do not have a high school
cles," looked at the total educadiploma.
tion picture for Ohio inmates.
In 1993, of the S5 percent in
The committee said the programs prison education funding that
were helping to keep inmates
went to college programs, 21 perfrom returning to prison.
cent came from Pell Grants, 19
Congress' decision to cut fedpercent came from Ohio Instruceral funding for inmates who attional Grants, 3 percent were
tend college will eliminate 21
Ohio Student Choice Grants and
percent - or $7 million - of the
12 percent came from the Board
money spent on Ohio prison edu- of Regents.
cation programs.
Supporters of the programs
Of the remaining 45 percent for
have argued that they reduce reother programs, 10 percent goes
cidivism for prisoners and help
to the Central School System, informer inmates become produccluding vocational and special
tive citizens.
education spending, and 35 perA comprehensive recidivism
cent is allocated to wardens for
study for Ohio inmates is to be
education.
completed by next fall.
Sen. Jan Michael Long, a memThe total from all sources was
ber of the education oversight
$32.8 million in 1993.
committee, wrote, "It is wrong
Compiledfrom staff and wire
and poor public policy for Ohio to
reports.
provide free taxpayer-supported
higher education opportunities to
community and technical college.
Compiledfrom reports by The
Collegian.

"St

nessman to replace caretaker
Prime Minister Robert Malval, a
source close to the government
said.
The only previous deaths since
U.S.-led forces arrived in Haiti on
Sept. 19 have been three American servicemen who took their
own lives.
Elder Rousseau, 42, was killed
when he accidentally came in
contact with a live electrical wire
about 3:30 a.m. Sunday as he patrolled with U.S. military police
and Haitian police officers, Paul
Browne, deputy direcor of the
monitoring force, told The Associated Press.

In The News
A new law was passed that gives
students the right to see their
confidential files. The law will not
affect most University offices, but it
may be a thorn in the side to others.

The Canoe Shop

How often
do you have

killer sex?
MONDAY
NIGHT

JAZZ:
Featurins The

Edith Bunker
Memorial Jazz
Trio
This Weeks
Special
Guest:
Mike Pope
on Bass
starts at 9:00

Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South River Road • Waterville, Ohio 43566
878-3700
Store Hours: Mon.-Thurs.
10-7
Fri.-Sun.
10-6
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR:
Back Packing • Hiking • Camping
Canoeing • X-C Skiing • Kayaking

10% off any non-sale
item with BGSU I.D.

Monday
Night
FOOTBALL

Sc\ without the ri^ht pre* autions can turn vou
ot(...iot good.
look, abstinence is the
only sure protection, but
we don't wont to tell vou
how to lead your life. We
lust want to teach vou the
facts of life about sexually
transmitted diseases.
You'll line! us caring,
understanding and professional. We'll lake the lime to
know you and answer all
your questions. And everything's confidential and
affordable.
We pro\ ide testing and
treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, plus HIV
testing counseling and
referral, .ind much more.
So tor your own he.illh
and well being, make the
smart i hok e. And make an
appointment today.

25 0 Wings
50 0 Dogs
Beer Specials

19 & Over
Every Night

For an appointment,
920 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
354-3540

P Planned Parenthood

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL vs. MIAMI...SATURDAY 1:00 P.M.
PARENTS WEEKEND! Hey students, have you made plans with Mom & Dad yet?
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French House honors
woman for assistance
By Joshua Mossing
The BG News

The University's French House
honored a woman for her assistance in the creation of the
French House and other accomplishments Friday.
Odette Wurzburger was awarded an honorary doctor of
letters degree by University
President Paul Olscamp. Wurzburger's late husband, Paul, donated $50,000 to help establish
the French House in 1971.
"She has kept the efforts for
the French House going for the
Wurzburger family," said Philip

Wurzburger is a former presiMason, vice president for Unident of the Cleveland Museum of
versity relations.
During Mason's introduction, Art. She also taught bio-ethics at
he said Wurzburger is "a true Case Western Reserve Universirenaissance woman."
tyWurzburger said she was surOlscamp said he agreed and
prised by the things that were beadded "she is a heroine as well."
Olscamp said Wurzburger was ing said about her.
being honored for her dedication
"I was astonished," she said to
to the field of law, her efforts in the audience. "I did not recognize
cancer research and her devotion myself in all of the work that
to the French House at the Uni- President Olscamp and Vice
President Mason had spoken of."
versity.
A native of France, Wurzbur"I think life is more simple
ger has been honored for her than most people think," she said.
efforts with the French Resis- "You take an interest in sometance movement during the oc- thing, pursue it and at the end
cupation of France.
something has happened."

A tribute to Bob Marley

The BG Newi/Rs» Wclttncr
The Columbus-based Ark Band performed to an enthusiastic crowd in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Saturday night. The event was sponsored by The Carribean Association.

SLS defines sexual offense convictions
By Aaron Epple
The BG News

University students should be
aware of what circumstances
consitute a sexual crime and the
legal consequences they could
face.
To be convicted of a sex
offense, the
situation must
involve either
sexual conduct
or sexual contact, said Rodney Fleming,
managing attorney at Student Legal Services.
Fleming described sexual contact as the touching of any erogenous zone of another for the
purpose of arousal and gratifica-

tion. Erogenous zones include the
thighs, buttocks, genitalia or
breasts.
"There has to be some kind of
arousal involved," he said, "You
just can't brush somebody accidentally and be charged."
Crimes under sexual conduct
include gross sexual imposition
and sexual imposition.
Gross sexual imposition means
touching somebody else by force
or under threat of force by intentionally getting the victim drunk
or high, by taking advantage of a
victim's physical or mental condition or if the victim is less than
13 years of age.
The crime is a fourth degree
felony that carries 1 1/2-year to
five-year sentence and a $2,500
fine.
Sexual imposition includes
sexual contact when the victim's
judgement is impaired by alcohol
or drugs, if the victim is uncon-

scious or disabled or if the victim
is between the ages of 13 to 16
years old.
This offense is a third degree
misdemeanor and carries a $500
fine and 60 days in jail.
The criminal can be charged
with both felonies if the victim is
less than 13 and the act is committed against his or her will.
"If the offenses are sufficiently separate from each other,
there can be two charges," Fleming said. "If the victim, for example, consents one day and resists the next."
Sexual conduct is vaginal or
anal intercourse between a male
and female or oral intercourse,

Sexual battery is forcing
regardless of sex.
The more serious sexual con- someone to have intecourse
duct offenses are rape, sexual through coercion. Coercion probattery, corruption of a minor visions include drugs, alcohol,
and felonious sexual penetration. harrassment in employment sitRape is forcing someone else to uations, authority figure insubmit to intercourse, whether it fluence, such as police officers,
be with force, alcohol and drugs, doctors and citizens, or parents
or by taking advantage of a vic- and children.
tim's disability.
This charge also comes into
Rape is an aggravated first degree felony and carries a five to play if the victim thinks the
25-year sentence and a $10,000 offender is the spouse.
"Hopefully this one doesn't
fine. The rape of victims less
than 13 years of age carries a life happen too often," Fleming said.
"However, it might if the rapist
sentence.
"The use of firearms may en- crawls into bed with the victim
hance the penalty in sentencing," and it's dark and nothing is reaFleming added.
lized until it's too late."

Que buena musica

Professors chosen
as journal editors
By Julie Hamilton
The BG News

Two University professors
have been named editors of
different journals by the Speech
Communication Association. One
will be writing about the issues of
free speech, and the other will
address intcrcultural communication.

Gonzalez

Makay

Alberto Gonzalez, associate
professor of interpersonal communications, has been appointed
co-editor of "The International
and Intercultural Communication Annual," an academic journal published all over the country.
John Makay, professor and
chairman of interpersonal communications, was unanimously
nominated to be the editor of
"The Free Speech Yearbook," an
annual also published throughout
the country. He was nominated
by the Freedom of Expression
Board for a three-year term.
Gonzalez was officially notified in November 1993 that he
had been named co-editor of the
academic journal.
Gonzalez and his co-editor, Dolores Tanno, are in charge of
three volumes of the journal.
Gonzalez said it Is their goal to
move the annual away from a
Eurocentric outlook.
"Previously this annual was
about mainstream ideas, and we
want to give it a cross-cultural
perspective," Gonzalez said. "We
want to have richer descriptions
of cultural settings and identities. Past journal"! have been
written with a social science perspective."

Gonzalez said he hopes to incorporate new ideas into the
journal.
"We see this as an oppurtunity
to publish innovative research
instead of confirming past
models," Gonzalez said.
Gonzalez also said he has put
out a call on e-mail requesting
papers from all over the world
dealing with the subject of their
first annual, which is "Political
Communication Across Cultures."
He has already received
papers from Japan, Africa, Israel
and Malaysia. The essays deal
with politics through other cultures.
Makay was also nominated in
November 1993 and was confirmed last spring by the Speech
Communication Board.
"I've been on the editorial
board for the last few years,"
Makay said. "I'm pleased that
they asked me to take my term."
Makay said he spent the summer putting together an editorial
board of 15 "referees." These
referees will help Makay decide
which essays make it into the
yearbook.
"Right now I have a call out for
manuscripts, and I want to get
more international pieces in it,"
Makay said.
He said they are looking for a
variety of different essays that
deal with the issue of freedom of
speech or expression.
"As our culture goes through
changes and we move more dramatically forward, you have to
think about freedom of speech,"
Makay said.
Makay said he wants to deal
with the issues that'are a result
of new technology.
"One of the areas really opening up Is freedom of expression
in the Internet," Makay said. He
said this is making way for a
whole new dialogue.
"I have a lot of leeway," Makay
said. "Nothing is set yet, but the
issues we are interested in are
gender speech, hate speech and
the subject of free expression on
private property."

The BC Ncw«/Bcth Matter*

In celebration of National Heritage Month, the band Sol Y Canto performed ID Northeast Commons
Saturday night. The event was sponsored by the Latino Student Union.

HOTEL
I Continued from page one.

Street.
"If you look at the sidewalk in
I the winter, you'll find there isn't
any ice build up because of the
heat coming up from the basement," Brown said.
Millikin's grandaughter, Virginia Nader, recalled her grandfather's reasoning for construct| ing the hotel.
"It was finished in 1896,"
Nader said. "He didn't open it for
business reasons, but rather out
of gratitude. He was very successful in the oil business in
:
Wood County and wanted to show
| his appreciation for his luck."
"The principle feature of the
hotel is that it offered the best
that could be obtained in the hotels in large cities: running
water, delicious meals in an elegant dining room, fresh seafood
that came in on schedule on a
train from the east coast," Nader
said. "From about 1897 to near
the outbreak of World War I, it
was the center of social life."
Nader said the hotel was the
first building in Bowling Green
to have electricity, which was
supplied by its own power generator.
"It also supplied electricity to
the stores on Main Street as well
as our house," Nader said.
According to Brown, there Is
an elaborate dining area on the
third floor where people gathered to dance and eat.
"The main dining area on the
third floor is huge," Brown said.
"It has a marble floor and stained
glass windows."
Jones recalled the price the hotel charged for luxurious living

and dining.
"It was $2.50 a night for a
single room and $3.50 for a
double," Jones said. "In the dining hall, BG residents could purchase a seven-course meal including seafood for 25 cents, and
It was 50 cents for nonresidents."
Jones said the hotel closed the
elaborate dining room in 1917
when less people visited the
town.
However, the hotel continued
to get attention but more from
the residents of Bowling Green.
In 1919, a Man-Fly daredevil
drew a large crowd of residents
to watch him scale the building in
the rain.
Paul Fuller, a former advertising manager at the Sentinel, remembered spending evenings
with friends in the hotel in the
1930s.
"There would be three or four
of us and we'd go over and sit in
the hotel lobby to talk," Fuller
said. "There was a small Kroger
In there ~ when it were just getting its start, and a Bigelow music store and a Lake's Barber
Shop."
According to Nader, the first
floor section was also a site for a
bus depot in the 1930s and 40s,
and a Western Union station
existed from the time the hotel

was built through the 1920s.
"There was always a men's
clothing store there also," Nader
said. "Later, there was an A&P
Food Mart and oil well supply
stores were all along Wooster. A
barber shop has almost always
been there on the first floor of
the hotel. There was a jewelry
store on Main Street in the early
days as well as a confectioners
ice cream parlor."
Nader's father, Fred Uhlman,
Sr., opened up an Uhlman's clothing store at the hotel from 1916
through 1935 and then from 195S
through 1990, according to
Nader. Uhlman Sr. formed Fred
Uhlman and Company, a group of
clothing stores operating in Ohio,
Mich, and Ind. Uhlman Sr. died in
1974. Nader's mother was a
daughter of Mlllikln.
"Because of the Depression, a
large percentage of the Uhlman
stores had to close ~ it was a typical thing," Nader said.
Despite tough times of the
1930s, the hotel still managed to
attract both fame and notoriety
to its foundations. The Mlllikln
hosted such persons of fame as
Clark Gable and Ernest Hemingway. Gable and Hemingway
traveled unannounced and incognito to stay at the Mi 11 ikin and
Brown (now Uptown/Downtown)
hotels while pheasant hunting.
"Wood County was at one time
the premiere pheasant hunting
area In the eastern United States
and Gable would stay at the hotel
when he came to hunt," Nader
said.
Nader also noted other influential characters who had stayed at
the hotel.
"The man who drew up the
plans for the Bowling Green

Students,
Papa John's
to help needy
By Genell Pavellch
The BG News

During the next few weeks,
students ordering pizza from
Papa John's can help those less
fortunate as well as show their
school spirit.
The Papa John's franchises in
Bowling Green and Kent, Ohio,
are having a contest to see which
university's students can raise
the most canned goods.
Clint Corpe, owner of the Bowling Green store, 826 S. Main St.,
said students can help out those
in need without too much effort.
"Students ordering Papa
John's can tell the driver they
have a canned good to donate and
they will get a free topping on
their pizza," Corpe said.
The donations collected at the
University will go toward the city's food bank.
The winning university will be
presented with a trophy during
halftime of the Kent StateBowling Green football game
Nov. 5 at Kent State University.
Chip Owens, assistant manager
of the Kent restaurant, said the
store has received many contributions.
"By donating, students can
have the satisfaction of knowing
they are helping needful children
and others," Owens said.
Students wanting to donate can
drop off their contributions at
the Bowling Green Papa John's
through Nov. 4.
Normal School stayed in the Mlllikln," Nader said. "H.J. Heinz
also stayed here to start up his
catsup factory around 1910. At
one time, it was the largest catsup factory in the world."
According to Brown, the Von
Trapps, the family from which
the movie "The Sound of Music"
is based on, also stayed at the hotel.
"They used to stay here and go
across the street to perform in a
small theater which is now MadHatter," Brown said.
On the notorious side, Pretty
Boy Floyd and his accomplice,
Billy "The Baby-Faced Killer"
Miller were known to have paid a
visit to the hotel.
"It was 1935 and two men and
two women entered the Uhlman's
clothing store in the hotel,"
Nader said. "They wanted the
most expensive clothing and hats
the store offered. There were
many bank robberies in the area
at the time and the manager of
the store got suspicious and
called the police. It led to a shootout on Prospect Street where
one policeman was killed as well
as Billy Miller. The two women
were apprehended, one with a
bullet lodged in her head."
Other deaths surrounding the
hotel include two accidental
deaths in the elevator, over 30
years apart from each other.
"In 1918, there was a guy delivering milk who fell into the
elevator shaft down to the basement," Brown said. "The other
was in 1953 when a man fell Into
the elevator.
Another death included William Henry Millikln himself. He
died in his apartment in February of 1931 at the age of 77.
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BG offense rumbles to 59-36 win

BG quarterback
sets MAC record
with 6 TD passes
By Marty Fuller
The BG News

The BG Ncwi/Roi. Wcllzncr

Bowling Green's Ryan Henry avoids a Ball Slate defender on his
way to the end zone during the Falcons 59-36 win over BSU. Henry

threw for a MAC record six touchdowns in the contest. He also
threw for a career-high 340 yards - including 216 In the first half.

Offensive fireworks exploded in Doyt Perry Stadium Saturday as the Bowling Green and Ball State
football teams combined to
post 95 points. When the
smoke cleared, it was the
Falcons who walked away
with a 59-36 victory.
The win keeps the BG
club atop the Mid-American
Conference with a perfect
record of 5* Ball State
slipped to 3-1-1 in the
league.
The spark that consistently ignited the Falcon
offense was quarterback
Ryan Henry. The junior
signal-caller had a career
day, completing 17 passes
on 30 attempts while only
throwing one interception.
He chalked up 340 yards
through the air and found
the end zone on six occassions.
Henry's six touchdown
passes set not only a BG record but also a conference
record.
"He doesn't make mistakes, he knows what to do
with the ball. He has a nice
touch on it and he makes
things happen - that's what
a good quarterback does,"
Ball State head coach Paul
Schudel said.
"[Ball State] played a lot
of zone coverage - a little
deeper coverage - and we
were able to hit some
underneath things," Henry
said. "They would often
double receivers leaving
another guy wide open. I
think overall, we just executed our game plan really
well today."
Entering the game,
Henry was ranked sixth in
the nation in passing efficiency.
Although Henry and the
Falcons posted an abundance of points, they had
trouble starting up their
offensive machine. Their
first quarter output was a
lone Courtney Davis
15-yard TD run after a Ball
State fumble.
Both squads changed
gears in the second quarter
and popped their offenses
into overdrive. Within the
See HENRY, page six.

Turnovers
help give
Falcons
early lead
By Mike Kazlmore
The BG News

Saturday's football game
against Ball State was supposed
to be a defensive battle between
the Mid-American Conference's
top teams.
But, with the football bouncing
around loose on the turf, the
game took a different turn An
expected defensive struggle
quickly turned into a scoring
fest.
"You're talking about two
teams that don't turn the ball
over very much and don't make
too many mistakes," BG head
coach Gary Blackney said. "It
was a very unusual day. I certainly didn't expect that many
points."
While the offensive units of
each team were responsible for
turning the ball over a combined
seven times, they also managed
to set a MAC record for most
combined points in a game with
95.
Each team was able to find the
end zone twice after regaining
possession after a turnover.
The Falcons hold a 68-20 edge
over opponents in points off
turnovers.
The first turnover of the day
came when BG's Tawan Smith
pounced on the pigskin dropped
by Tony Nibbs. One play later,
Courtney Davis scampered IS
yards for the first score of thi
game.
"You can't [turn the ball over]
against a good football team,"
Ball State head coach Paul
Schudel said. "You don't score 59
points without getting some help
from the other team."
Two possessions later, the Falcons needed just two plays to
find the end zone after a BSU mishap. This time, Ryan Henry
found Rameir Martin with a scoring strike to put BG up 21-0.
"There's no question that those
turnovers were big, but we gave
it right back to them. For two
teams that take care of the ball,
and I'd like to think two wellcoached football teams, it's unusual to see the ball laying around
as much as it was," Blackney
said.
While turnovers helped the
Falcons jump out to an early lead,
they also helped the Cardinals
get back into the game in the
second and third quarters. A
Ronnie Redd fumble of a punt
and a Henry fumble led to two
quick scores that enabled BSU to
climb within 38-30.

Late BG goal earns Holzinger leads sweep ofMiami
tie against Redskins
By John Boyle
The BG News
OXFORD, Ohio - After completing the Mid-American Conference
portion of its schedule Saturday against Miami, the Bowling Green
soccer squad now finds itself in a compromising positon.
Cheering for Akron.
"For the first time in our life we're rooting for the Blue and the
Gold," BG head coach Gary Palmisano said.
Palmisano's thoughts were precipitated by BG's 1-1 tie against
Miami. The Falcons, now 3-1-1 and in third place in the MAC, need an
Akron victory next Saturday against the 3-0-1 Redskins to finish second In the conference. That would give the Falcons a first-round bye
in the MAC Tournament and prevent them from playing three games
in three days.
Freshman midfielder Jason Began's goal at the 78:42 mark of regulation gave the Falcons their only goal. Back Peter Kolp's throw-in
started the play for Began.
"I started at about half-field, and I got by the first guy," Began
said. "And then I saw the goal was in range and wanted to place the
ball because I saw the goalie's positioning. And I placed it very well."
Began's left-footed strike from 35 yards out beat Miami goaltender
Nathan Bamhart high and just under the crossbar at the far post. Initially, the shot looked wide but curved in from left to right.
"Jason Began, even without the goal, had a great day," Palmisano
said. "And then he topped it off with a brilliant goal like that."
Miami forward Dan Creech gave the Redskins the lead 1-0 at the
7:27 mark of the game when he beat the BG defense and was in alone
on goaltender Dan Traver. Creech went left and deposited the ball
into the open net.
Both teams had numerous chances in regulation and overtime to
win the game.
With five minutes remaining in regulation, BG midfielder Steve
Klein put a shot through traffic which cleared the Miami backs and
goaltenders but bounced and hit the crossbar. In the second overtime,
See SOCCER, page seven.

By John Boyle
The BG News

OXFORD, Ohio - Jason Clark's
empty-net goal at the 19:32 mark
of the third period stopped a late
surge by Miami and gave the
Falcons a 5-3 victory Saturday
night and a weekend series
sweep over the Redskins.
BG, 4-1 overall and 2-0 in the
CCHA, led 4-1 after Tom Glantz's
unassisted goal at the 3:26 mark
of the third period. Glantz intercepted an ill-fated clearing attempt by a Miami defenseman
and beat goaltender Kevin Deschambeault from just inside the
right circle.
Miami center Pat Hanley
started the Redskin uprising 10
minutes later with his first goal
of the season. Hanley stepped up
into the play from the blue line
and skated down the slot to beat
BG goaltender Will Clarke.
Two minutes later, Vltali Andreev received a pass in front of
Clarke from Adams to pull the
Redskins to within a goal.
But Clark's goal quelled the
Redskin uprising. With Deschambeault off in favor of an
extra attacker, Mike Hall cleared
the puck out of the BG zone.
Mike Johnson then chipped the
puck past two Miami defensemen
for Clark, who fired the puck into
the net from in between the two
circles.

"For our club at this time of the
year - a great learning experience," BG head coach Buddy
Powers said. "You're on the road
and all of a sudden now you're in
a one-goal game that you've dominated. There was no panic, and
guys kept their poise.
"Learning your lessons with
Ws is great. We weren't perfect
tonight, but we did a lot of things
on the road to be successful."
BG goaltender Will Clarke only
had to make 12 saves to record
his first victory of the season.
Clarke said a total team effort
defensively was the difference.
"As a team we played a great
all-around three-zone game,"
Clarke said. "The forwards
played great D in backchecking
and the defensemen really controlled the play."
The low number of shots that
Clarke saw made It difficult to
stay sharp, he said.
"I thought I played pretty well.
I didn't have too many shots and
it was hard to get into a groove in
terms of a lot of saves. But I tried
... to help the guys out with puckhandling and other aspects of the
game."
BG's power play was the difference in an 8-4 triumph over
the Redskins Friday at the Ice
Arena.
Two second-period power-play
goals erased a 4-3 Miami lead.

Center Brian Holzinger tied the
game at the 4:51 mark with assists from Kelly Perrault and
Curtis Fry. Just under seven
minutes later, Perrault faked a
shot and found Glantz between
the circles. Glantz redirected the
puck past Deschambeault to give
the Falcons a 5-4 lead after 40
minutes.

"We took some very untimely
penalities," said first year Miami
head coach Mark Mazzoleni.
"Sometimes you have to shoot
yourself in the foot a couple of
times before you see it hurts."
Wingers Brett Punchard and
Kevin Lune and Glantz tacked on
goals in the third period for the
final margin.

The BC Ncwi/Ron Wcllzncr
Bowling Green's Jeff Herman tries to shoot the puck by two Miami
defenders during the Falcons 8-4 victory Friday. The Falcons also beat
the Redskins 5-3 Saturday to give them a 2-0 mark in the CCHA.
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Volleyball remains
fourth in conference
By Jamie Schwaberow
The BC News
After having an easy time
against Western Michigan Friday
night, the Falcon volleyball team
lost its momentum to leagueleading Ball State.
The Falcons lost in four games
to Ball State 15-13, 3-15, 11-15,
8-15 Saturday.
Neither the Falcons nor the
Cardinals hit well although the
Falcons hit considerably lower
with a .062 percentage.
The first game, won by the Falcons, was a battle. Each team rotated four times before the
game's first point. BG finally
pulled it out 15-13 on a momentous service ace by Jenny Ostrom.
After the first game the Falcons' passing just broke down
and they were unable to put anything away.
"We were not finding the
wholes in their defense, instead
we just kept hitting the ball right
to them," head coach Denise Van
De Walle said.
The win brought the Cardinals
current streak to 42 wins in a row
against Mid-American Conference teams.
"Ball State is good and so are
we. I thought we matched up

well, but it seemed like our passing game broke down during the
match and we just were not able
to fix It."
"Saturday night we played
against a squad which had great
ball control and really good passing," Van De Walle said. "Friday
night was the exact opposite.
Western had very inconsistent
ball control."
BG controlled Western Friday
night, winning in three-straight
games 15-3,15-11,16-14.
The Falcons were unstoppable
in the first game against Western
with a .591 hitting percentage as
a team.
"That first game I did not even
think they were going to score
three points," Van De Walle said.
"We were aggressive at the net
and our passing was just awesome."
Carlyn Esslinger ended with 13
digs as well as 20 kills, two errors
and 36 attempts for a match-high
.500 hitting percentage. Jodl Olson led the match with 46 assists.
Jessica Andrasko also turned in a
solid performance with 12 kills
and a game-high three service
aces.
Jenny Ostrom collected a
match-high 17 digs in her best

HENRY

THE EDGE

Continued from page five.

Bowling Green 59, Hull Stale 36

Q
x?

Quarterback:
Brent Baldwin had a great day for the Cardinals, throwing for 307 yards and four touchdowns. Baldwin's only problem was that BG's Ryan Henry had an even better outing. Henry
threw for a career-high 340 yards. He also found the end zone with six of his aerials which
set a Mid-American Conference record.

Running Hacks:
Ball State's Tony Nibbs also enjoyed lots of success against BG, racking up 152 yards for the
game. A slight edge goes to the BG backfield because of its ability to run and catch the
football. In addition to running for 200 yards. BG' s backs managed 107 yards receiving.

Wide Receivers and Tight Ends:
Ronnie Redd hauled in two more touchdown receptions to add to his record total and tight
end Trevor Stover found the end zone again for the Falcons. The Cardinals get the edge in
this department because of the outstanding play of wide outs Brian Oliver and Juan
Gorman. Both receivers continually beat BG defenders and came up with big catches.

Offensive Line:
tf

Q

BG's big men continued their domination of opposing defensive lines. Not only did the
running backs have plenty of holes to run through, but Henry had all day to find open
receivers - which he usually did. BSU's line also was very productive, but the Falcons were
a little better.

Defensive Line:
With so much offense from both squads it's hard to find a lot of good points for either
defensive squad. Neither defensive line was able to put much pressure on the opposing
quarterback and neither had much success in stopping the run. The Falcons were able to
muster a little more pressure and they did hold the opposition to under 50 points so the edge
goes to BG.

Linebackers:

See VOLLEYBALL, page seven.

Vince Palko had his usual 12 tackle performance and Willie Gibson was able to cause
another fumble for the Falcons. BSU tried to blitz its linebackers a lot. but they could never
really put a lot of pressure on Henry.

Defensive Backs:
I defensive backs had a difficult time in stopping the receiving duo of Gorman and
iliver. Steve Rodriguez did have a good outing for the Falcons from his safety position,
however Gary Blackney would probably prefer it if his safety didn't have to make 14 stops a
game. While BG's secondary did struggle, at least it didn't surrender six touchdown passes.

The BG offense took care of
the rest. Henry launched three
more TD passes to put the lead
out of reach. Card and Martin
hauled In their second TD receptions while tight end Trevor
Stover snagged his first.

Special Teams:

hChicago Style & Ex. Items SI ea.
■ ■" ^H

PIS AN E1X0 S HAPPY BIHTHDAr COUPON
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OUR LOGO IN 1964

iJzisanello s
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Voted Best In Wood County
A Winner of
BGSlTs People's Choice Award

lov
Since 1964
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open For Lunch PH., Sat. & Sun.

Ball State was only able to
score once in the fourth quarter
as its MAC title hopes flickered
under the first-place Falcons.
"We are going to take it one game
at a time from here," Stover said
"But I do like our position now,
I'll tell you that much."

Coaching:

^M ^M ■■

11 Medium omy $
11-Item
i Pizza
II THIS WEEK
I ONLY- Exp. 10/31/94
i_ Chicago Style & Ex. Items 75c ea. 352-5166,

r-i

I Brian Maynard had a good day punting the football for the Cardinals averaging over 55
J yank a boot. However, the Cardinals did miss two extra points on the day. Brian Leaver
remained perfect in the field goal department for BG, connecting on his only attempt from
20 yards out.

352-5166

tf

Henry credited BG's coaching staff with doing a great job of preparing the offense to face
the Cardinals the Cardinals - 59 points later 1 guess he was right.

Special teams boost
Browns by Bengals

Tromp through Hocking Hills State Park
with UAO
November 4-6
only $25
Sign - up in the UAO office until
5:00 pm on October 31

Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for More Information
MIKE UAO HIKE UAO HIKE UAO HIKE UAO

By Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

1

HIKE UAO HIKE UAO

203 N. Main, B.G. Ph. 352-5166

15-mlnute time frame, the two
teams posted seven touchdowns
and one field goal.
BG struck first in the period
when Henry scampered into pay
dirt from 12 yards out. BG got
the ball back after Willie Gibson
forced BSU quarterback Brent
Baldwin to fumble on the next
possession. Henry struck again a
minute later with a TD pass to
Ramier Martin, putting the the
Falcons ahead 21-0.
Ball State answered with a
20-yard scoring pass after Ronnie Redd fumbled his punt return
to the Cardinals. BG retaliated
with two more Henry TD passes,
one to fullback Darius Card and
the other to Redd.
The Cardinals posted 14 more
points due to the running of Tony
Nibbs, who racked up 101 rushing yards in the first half.
Brian Leaver kicked a field
goal for BG to make the score
38-21 by the intermission. Ball
State came out of the locket-room
and continued going to the air,
burning BG cornerbacks time
after time. Cardinal receivers
Juan Gorman and Brian Oliver
helped the BSU squad get back
into the game.
Five minutes into the third, a
Brent Lockliear field goal and a
Gorman touchdown reception
put the Cardinals within eight
points.
"They were able to take control
of the game with great field position - it was a tremendous swing
- the emotion was with them,"
Blackney said.
"We knew it was gut-check
time," Falcon defensive back
George Johnson said. "I don't
know if we got lax or not, but we
were able to hold them for a couple of series after that."

CLEVELAND ~ The Cincinnati
Bengals would like to think this is
as bad as it gets.
Then they take a look at their
schedule.
"You wonder when you hit rock
bottom. The Dallas Cowboys are
coming Into Cincinnati next
week," coach Dave Shula said
Sunday after the Bengals let a
promising first half disintegrate

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN-WHAT CAN YOU DO TO STOP IT?
No, we can't all become vigilantes or superheroes, but we can make sure that our concerns are heard.

Join Womyn For Womyn at the Take Back The Night March at the University Of Toledo, October 26.
A van will be leaving from the Student Services parking lot at 6 pm. The march will go from UT central campus to the first national showing of the Clothesline
Project, a memorial to women who were victims of violence. For more information, call 2-2281 or 2-4024.

TAKE A CHANCE. TAKE A STAND. TAKE BACK THE NIGHT!

into yet another loss, a 37-13
beating by the Cleveland
Browns.
Cleveland (6-1), off to its best
start since 1963, trailed 13-10
after Cincinnati played two of Its
crispest quarters of the season.
But the second half showcased
the Bengals (0-7) at their bumbling worst, a continuation of the
Keystone Kops routine that has
plagued their special teams all
year.
The Browns turned the game
around with a 17-point third
quarter that featured consecutive touchdowns on Cincinnati
punts. Eric Metcalf returned Lee
Johnson's punt 73 yards for a
touchdown less than two minutes
after Travis Hill recovered a
blocked punt in the end zone.
The Bengals lost for the 15th
consecutive time on the road and
remained the NFL's only winless
team. They've given up four speSee BROWNS, page seven.

••••••••••••••••
* ORIENTATION
Applications available
now in 405 Student Services
+ Due back October 26th by
5 P.M.
• Everyone is eligible to apply
^ Make an impact on first year
students
+ Show that you care about
BGSUM!

1995

S
T
A
F
F

•*•••••••*•••**•

Tour Guides
Wanted
for annual
Preview Day on
Oct. 29

Call 372-9866 or
stop by 110
NcFall Center for
more information

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, Oct. 25
6PM
OFF CAMPUS STUDENT
CENTER MOSELEY HALL
♦Teams of two
* Sign ups UAO office
Oct. 19-25
* Free Snacks
* Cash Prizes
1st place - $60
2nd place - $30

, * . .> .-i. „

.
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BROWNS

VOLLEYBALL

Score board

Continued from page sin.
College r'oolball
Ball Sute
0 21 9 6 36
Bowling Green
7 31 7 14 59
BG— Davis 15 run (Leaver kick)
BG— Henry 12 run (Leaver kick)
BG— Martin 11 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BSU— Oliver 20 pass from Baldwin
(Lockliear kick)
BG— Card 24 pass from Henry (Leaver
kick)
BG— Redd 47 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BSU— Nibbs 23 run (Lockliear kick)
BG— Leaver 20 FG
BSU— Gorman 16 pass from Baldwin
(Lockliear kick)
BSU— Lockliear 24 FG
BSU— Oliver 23 pass from Henry (kick
failed)
BG— Davis 40 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BG— Stover 10 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BG— Martin 28 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BSU— Pearson 10 pass from Baldwin
(Leaver kick)
A—19.183
TEAM STATISTICS
BG
Firsl Downs
31
Rushes-yards
41-200
Passing yards
340
Return yards
111
Passes
17-30-1
Punts-average
4-43.8
Fumbles-lost
6-3
Penalties-yards
4-20
Time of Possession 29:13

BSU
22
44-205
307
132
20-37-0
5-55.6
3-3
5-40
30:47

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING— BG. Davis 15-75. Cates
12-63, Card 6-30. Henry 7-1. Redd I 31. BSU. Nibbs 26-152. Blair 7-27.
Maynard 1-1. Baldwin 10-25.
PASSING— BG. Henry 17-30-1-340.
BSU. Baldwin 20-37-0-307
RECEIVING— BG. Redd 5-122.
Martin 3-43. Stover 3-68. Davis 3-67.
Card 3-40. BSU. Oliver 6-100. Gorman
10-146. Richardson 2-51. Pearson 1-5.
Freeman 1-5.
Mid-American
Football
Overall
League
W L T W L T
7 I 0
Bowling Green 5 0 0
2
Central Mich.
3
Ball State
2
Toledo
2
Western Mich.
4
Miami
5
Kent
6
Eastern Mich.
7
Ohio
7
Akron

defensive match of the season,
while Ixiri Hilton shined with
Hve blocks and 11 kills for a .429.
"O.strom really had a good
match both defensively with her
digs and offensively with some

big kills and serves," Van De
Walle said. "Hilton was nearly
unstoppable. She played a tremondous net game and ran the
slide very well."
The final game of the Western
match was a test for the Falcons.
At 14-9, Western committed con-

secutive service errors and the
Falcons inched their way back, to
win 16-14.
After the weekend the Falcons
remain in fourth place in the
MAC at 7-4, right on the heels of
8-4 Miami.

THE EDGE
Howling Green <V, Miami 4

o

() lie use:
The Falcon offense pounded shots on MU goalie Kevin Deschambeaull. dominating the
last two periods. For the game. BG had 47 shots and scored eight goals. The cverefficiem power play scored on five of nine opportunities

<t

Defense:

G

Goaltending:

G rebounded after giving up two early power-play goals. The Brown and Orange held
MU to only nine shots in the last two periods.

Although Redskin goalie Deschambeaull made some spectacular saves, he did allow
seven goals and was eventually pulled for backup Chuck Thuss. BG's Bob Petrie still
has not regained his freshman form. He gave up four goals on 20 shots.

Continued from page six.
cial teams touchdowns in two
games against Cleveland.
"Hey, I don't know, I guess
we're getting punished for some
reason," said Louis Oliver, whose
interception set up Cincinnati's
only touchdown.
The Browns, meantime, have
quietly built their best start in
over 30 years - quietly, because
they haven't yet beaten a team
that was above .500 at the time
they played. The softness of their
first-half schedule, including two
games against Cincinnati, has
made it difficult to tell whether
they're really this good.
And that's fine with them.
"Hopefully people will keep
sleeping on us," linebacker Pepper Johnson said. "We feel like
we're strong, and that's all that
matters. We didn't make up the
schedule or lose the games that
they've played before facing us."

Q

Coaching:
MU head coach Mark Mazzoleni had a rough time in his first game as head coach of the
Redskins. But. Buddy Powers is becoming comfortable behind the BG bench. His

lion-ling Ore en 5, Miami.?

4

Offense:

4?

Defense:

tf

I Falcon defensive corps controlled much of the play. MU had ihree first-period
power plays and still could muster only one shot on goal in the first against Will Clarke.
After Miami closed to 4-3. the Redskins were held without a shot the rest of the way.

Will Clarke got his first victory since February. He only had to make 12 saves for the
victory. The goals he did allow were from point-blank range and were defensive
breakdowns. Deschambeault was sharper than Friday night but had no help from his
defensive mates.

Hockey
Friday's Box

First-1. MU Miller I (Carter. Boxer)
4:09 pp. 2. Miller 2 (Boxer. Adams)
5:26 pp. 3. BG Johnson 5 (Hall) 12:08.
4, MU Crane 1 (While. Hamilton)
13:16. 5. BG Pcrrault 3 (Fry. Glanu)
15:52 pp. 6. BG Clark 2 (Johnson.
Ackerman) 16:14 pp. Second-7. MU
Crane 2 (Adams) 3:24. 8. BG Brian
Holzinger 3 (Fry. Pcrrault) 4:51 pp. 9.
BG Glantz 4 (Pcrrault. Brian Holzinger)
12:46 ppThird-10, BG Punchard 2
(Brian Holzinger. Fry) 2:53. 11. BG
Glantz 5 (Brian Holzinger. Perrault)
6:03 pp. 12, BG Lune 2 (Crombeen)
17:38.
Shots BG 47(18-13-16) MU 20(11-2-7)
Goalies- BG. Petric (20 shots -16

First, they recovered Corey
Sawyer's fumble on a fair catch.
That resulted in Matt Stover's
27-yard field goal, tying the game
at 13 with 3:20 left in the third
period.
Next, Gerald Dixon charged
through the line to block Johnson's punt in the end zone, and
Hill fell on it for a 20-13 lead with
1:47 left in the quarter.
Finally, on the last play of the
period, Metcalf let Johnson's
punt skip past him, then chased it
down and scampered untouched
down the left side for his second
punt-retum TD of the year. The
first one also came against the
Bengals.

SOCCER
BG forward Ryan Evans was
robbed at the doorstep by Barnhart. Evans' header was saved at
the comer of the post as was Joe
Burch's rebound attempt.
BG played most of the game
without the services of back
Dave Michels and Brian Glibkowski due to injury. Palmisano,

though, said freshman Dan Kindl
"did a great Job" replacing Michels.
"We have to get healthy," Palmisano said. "We're really beat
up right now. It's exactly where I
didn't want to be at this time of
the season."

The BG offense got power play short-handed and even strength markers and outshot (he
Redskins almost two to one for the game. In the first period BG outshol MU 9-1. Brian
Holzinger and Tom Glantz proved to be too much for the Redskins.

Powers used his second goalie in as many nights and the result was the same. Again
Powers used multiple personnel on the power play and penalty kill units. And with a
win on the road, the edge is definitely to Powers. In defense of Mazzoleni. it was just
the second game of the season for MU. whereas it was BG's fifth.

3 10 4
3 2 3 8

Mark Rypien, the former
Super Bowl MVP signed by the
Browns last spring to back him
up, had little success moving
them. But Cleveland's special
teams made it a moot point.

Quarterbacks on both sides
took a beating. Cleveland's Vinny
Testaverde left the game complaining of headaches and blurred vision early in the third quarter, and the Bengals lost David

!

i
X
X
X
k
V
3

You're not the only one
out to scare,
This Hallo-Wing
o night.
o
The patrons ofbw-3 are instore
for a WILD and
Ghoulish delight.
20 cent WINGS will be
offered to the spirits this eerie,
dark night.

l

TUESDAY

^ ^

Miami
Bowling Green

Testaverde's injury was diagnosed as a mild concussion.

Continued from page five.

Goaltending:

Saturday's Games
Bowling Green 59. Ball State 36
Toledo 48. Akron 25
Western Michigan 33. Eastern Mich. 16
Central Michigan 32. Miami 30
Kent 24. Ohio 0

Klingler to a sprained knee and
Don Hollas to a shoulder injury.

saves) MU. Deschambeault (32 shots 25 saves) Thuss (7 shots - 6 saves) A3.608
Saturday's Box
Miami
0 12 3
Bowling Green
12 2 5
First- 1. BG Brian Holzinger 4 (Fry)
19:07pp. Second- 2. BG Fry (Brian
Holzinger. Glantz) :39. 3, MU Adams 1
(Boxer) 8:14 pp. 4. BG Perrault (Brian
Holzinger) 12:15 sh Third 5. BG
Glantz 6 (unassisted) 3:26.6, Hanley I
(Boxer. Andreev) 13:15. 7, MU
Andreev 1 (Adams. Boxer) 15:49. 8.
BG Clark 3 (Hall. Johnson) 19:11 eng.
Shots-BG 27(9-9-9) MU 15(1-5-9)
Goalies- BG. Clarke (15 shots-12
saves) MU. Deshambeault (26 shots-22
saves) A- 2.850

Food • Apparel •
Entertainment • and
Much More!

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.C.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green,Ohio

Joe E. Brown Theatre
University Hall
BGSU

Reservations
372-2719

I

" Look for The Coupon \ 5j
-Clipper
on Oct. 26th!" i
% m ■ ■ ■ ■■■■■■■■■■■# * BUFFALO WILD WINGS S. WECKV

PARENTS WEEKEND! Hey students, have you made plans with Mom & Dad yet?

October 26-29 at 8:00 pm
and October 30 at 2:00 pm

X
X
X
X
5*
>*

20<5 WWGf

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL vs. MIAMI...SATURDAY 1:00 P.M.!

Arden ofFaversham
irden ofFaversham
lirderi ofFaversham

cr \

ARE U STRESSED?

fit?*

Come to the ...

Monday Special $ 4.95
" Fabulous " fried chicken
inch salad bar, baked potato,
veggie & unlimited beverage
BEST VALUES ON CAMPUS

OPEN 4:30 - 7 P.M.
* ALL STUDENT MEAL CARDS ACCEPTED

TAOIST TAI CHI DEMONSTRATION
7:30 pm
Wednesday, October 26
Student Recreation Center
Activity Center
Tai Chi is a complete and integrated
exercise that works the body deeply yet
gently.
Free ar\d open to all!!

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
I Ann. Skiers!
Wari to learn to rac*. or already know how?
Coma to tie first ski team meeting
10/29/94 9:00pm BA117
See you there t
IVLLRt
'' Alpha Lambda Delta * ■ *
'" Alpha Lambda Delta "'
1 ST GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday. October 25tn
9 00pm. 1007 BAA
Hope lo tee EVERVONETherelll

-ATTENTION"
»PICS PURCHASING CLUB GENERAL
MEETMG
Tuesday. October 25
BA 112 7:30
Jed Osbom speaks on Total Quality Mgmt.
-FREE PIZZA AND POP"
S DAYS UNTIL THE RITA RUDNER CONCERT!
DONT MISS OUT!
$7Tick.i. are .till available
at UAO office, 310 University Union
Rita Rudner Concert, Oct 29th
Bpm ANDERSON ARENA

Jewish Students Hillel invites
You and your family lo a special Sabbath Service and dinner Friday, October 28th. Meet
other Jewish Students, Faculty and Parents.
Services will be held in Prout Chapel at
6:iSp.m. and the dinner oil follow at 6:45
p.m.in Ihe Community Suite. University Union.
Please R S.V.P. by October 2S to JoAnn KroH
at 372 2357 or 686-2100.

352-LAGA-LESBIANANDGAY-352LAGA
•INFORMATION LINE*
Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays
7:00 PM. to 10.00 P.M.
THE LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE
LA G A does no! counsel bui can refer to
counselors. LAGA's concerns are education
and supporting the homosexual community.

MORTAR BOARD
Executive Board Meeting
11 th Floor Otfenh auer
Monday, October 24th. 6pm
RA Information Sessions are cominglll
Thursday, November 3,1994 Prout
Wednesday. November 9.1994 Kohl
Tuesday, November 15,1994 Compton
Monday. November 21,1994 Founders
Prout Session begins at 9 30pm
All other sessions begin at 9:15pm
See a Free Movie
Come and see 'Slacker,' a 1991 Cult Film on
growing up in the 90's. All are welcome to
come to 115 BA on Monday. Oct. 26 at
6:00PM. The show will last approximately 1
1/2 hrs • 2hrs. It's abosolutley free.
Sponsored by the Undergraduate Philosophy
Club.
Think About HM

LAGA meetings are every Thursday
at 8:30pm at the United Christian
Fellowship Center on the
corner of Thursnn and Ridge
across from Macdonald Quad.
Everyone Is Welcome!

Dave.
Happy Birthday!
Finally the Big 211
All my Love, Amy
DEAR TIM,
YOU ARE A VERY SPECIAL PERSON
INSIDE AND OUT.
THE ULTIMATE RISK TAKER

Feeling the Pressure of College?
Learn
Relaxation Technique*
Straleglea to Cope with Street
Mon. October 24th
at 7:00pm
In Offenhauer Main Lobby
Are Vou Stressed Weed Evente.

Tal Chi Demonstration
BGSUInshClub
Neil meeong. Tuesday Oci 25 at 9 30. 103
BA. Hear an enlightening talk from Pat Fitzgerald ot WBGU and bring money to order shirts.
Hey, well even kiss the Blarney Stone, so
comeonoutl
^^^
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
There is a meeting TONK3HTI
Monday. Oct 24.1994 at 7 00pm
Rm. 305 Moseley
A representative Irom the
Toledo Police Department
will be speaking.
Everyone is Welcome!
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION

7 30pm Wed. Oct 26
Student Recreation Center
Free and open to all!
There will be NO
WOMYN FOR WOMYN
Meeting on Monday. Oct. 24
Join us on the 26rh for
The Take Back The Nighi March
Instead
Questions? Call 2 2281

USG AT-LARGE SENATE SEAT OPEN
applications picked up
and dropped oft al:
405 Student Services
Deadline 10-26-84

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Informational Meeting
Tuesday, October 25.1994; 6:30pm
tOOOBABIdg.
"Was a life changing experience'"
Cezar Qiveira. MSA student
For more inlo. call
Ed Miller 372-8198 or 353-3172
Dr. ChitrJe 372-8180 or 352-6012
Sponsored by BGSU

Oat Active - Oat Involved
Get an Application Today!

SERVICES OFFERED

JAPANESE CHESS NIGHT
BGSU Japanese Club meets Tuesday. Oct. 25
@ 9 00pm. in NAKAMOTO Room of
Offenhauer Weal. Join in the funi
Hope lo see you therel

MORTAR BOARD
Honors Student
Association
Orientation Board
Congratulates the pumpkin
carving contest winners:
First Place
Elizabeth Wolf
Second Place
Rob Gillespie
Third Place
Sally Attia
A special thanks to sponsors:
Hotel Lobby Donuts
Knauss Farms
Kroger
McDonalds
Wal Mart

HORSEBACK
Rl 01 NOfT R A IL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596 W. KRAMER RD..
BOWLING GREEN. OH 419-353-S403
Pregnant' We can help.
Free A confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
C*ll3S4-HOPE.

International Company located in Maumee
needs Telecommunications major to work on
mulfi-media projects related to corporate training center and video-conference presentations.
Contact Co-op Program 238 Administration
ASAP for details - 372-2451

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn S6.000 • $10,000 per summer.
The early bird gets the worm 1-800-887 1960

FOR RENT

II! WANTED IMMEDIATELY III
1 female subleaser. Close to campus.
FREE CABLE. 352-2062

SKI RESORTS JOBS

353-0325' Carry Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus. Call todayl

'Hiring For Winter Quarter*
Ski Resorts are now hiring
for the lollowmg positions:

t-4 subleasers for large, 2 BDRM apartment
near campus. Available for Spring Semester,
S385/month * gas. Call 352-2139 and leave
fn****p*.

Sublease Spring 95
Frazee Apt. 2 bdrm . 2 bath. 3 or 4 people
Close to campus, call 354 5019
WANTEDI
SUBLEASERS ASAP. 3 bedroom house. 1
bath. Close to campus. Pets allowedlll Gas
heat. Lots of closet space. 9395 per month.
Call 353-9108

INTRAMURAL PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMD AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER PCK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
11.1994.
JULIE KENNY!
HAPPY 21STB-DAYIII
WE LOVE YAI
BERNIE.DEENA, SALLY
KNOCK KNOCK
WHO'S THE RE?
BOO.
BOO WHO?
BOO HOO IDIDNT BUY MY
GREEK ACCESSORIES AT
THE GREEK MARTI
OUR SELECTION IS BETTER THAN OUR
JOKES
—SHOP AT THE COMPLETE SOURCE"Let the Screams Begin
BGJayceeaandKlOO
Haunted House open tonight
7-11 p.m., Wood County Fairgrounds
LISA'S WILD WOOL IE S back again
Oct. 26-28. Union Lobby.
Dont buy anywhere *c4 you see
ournewdeaignsl
All wool, handmade sweaters
and many new editions.
MC-VISA-CHECKS

PERSONALS
—A KNOCK KNOCK JOKE™
KNOCK KNOCK.
WHO'S THERE?
BOO.
BOO WHO?
BOO HOOI DIDN'T BUY MY
GREEK ACCESSORIES AT
THE OREEK MARTI
DONTBEAMONSTERI
■"SHOP AT THE COMPLETE SOURCE"

—SPHWQ BREAK 95—
America's ft Spring Break Company!
Cancun. Bahamas. Daytona A Panamal
110% Lowest Prtc*GuaranteelOrganizei5
friends and TRAVEL FREE I Earn honest
commissions! (800| 32 TRAVEL
AACRUISE SHIPSHIRINGI
EARN BIG Its • FREE TRAVELI
(Caribbean, Europe, etc!) No Exper. Nee. Staff
needed for busy Hohday/SpnngrSummer
seasons. GUARANTEED SUCCESS' Guide.
(919) 929-4398 EXT. C3039
Aerobic Instructor*. Experience in leading
step A/or tow-impact classes. Certification is a
plus Call Lisa or Joan. 874-8442.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed!
Fishing Industry. Earn up to 13,000 - $6,000
plus per month. Room and board! Transportationl Male or Female No experience necessary. Call (206) 545-4155ext A55441

353-1089

TA.S.P. International is looking tor highly mo
rivaled hard working students to fill manage
men! positions tor the summer of 1995. Gam
valuable experience in marketing, management, business and receive college credit.
Great opportunity to build your resume and
earn S7.000-S9.000. Positions available in all
Cleveland suburbs. Akron. Canton. Lima, and
Sandusky For more information call Man
Scherer before October 31, at
1-BO0-543-3792.
We Care 'We Care
Wanted: fnendty and enthusiastic
volunteers to serve as
ORIENTATION STAFF!
Applications available in
405 Student Sen/ices
on Monday, October 17 and due at
5.00 Wednesday, October 26
We Care' We Care

WANTED: Subleasers for Spnng '95
2 bedroom Apt. We ore graduating in December and are wiling to negoDatolll Call Nelson or
Jeff for more Info: 353-9396

$363 60. Sell 72 funny college T-shirts - profit
$363.60. Risk-fiee. Choose from 19 designs.
Freecatakjg 1-800-700-4250.

Subleaser needed Ouiel close to
campus. 1 bdrm. Apt $29Srmo * ubl

(206) 634-0469EXIVSS441

Wanted: 1 -2 subleasers for Spring Semester
1 bdrm. apt. close to campus. FREE CABLE.
3S4-3S33/3S2-7912

SI 500 weekly possible mailing our circulars!
For into call 202-298-9065.

Rooms available in BG home.
Grad. males pref.
3S2-1631 or 354-6701

Over 15.000 openings.
For more Information, call:

HELP...Our roommates are graduating and we
need 1-2 subleasers for Spring '95 The renl is
inexpensive and the roommates are funll
Please call us at 354-5142.
Need immedately. 1-2 subleasers. Female.
non-smoking, serious studenl. Nice
plaoe/localion. 352-030Q leave message

Female subleaser needed for clean, close to
campus apartmentwith reasonable rent.
Call 352-8160 and leave message.

' Ski/Snowboard Instructors
• Lift Operators
'Wait Stall
'Chalet Staff 6. more...

2 subleasers wanted for Spring Semester.
Close to campus. Low rent.
FREE CABLE. Male prel. 352 2838

HELPWANTED

Royal Cleaning for your house cleaning
needs. Reliable, experienced and insured.
Monthly rales available. Call 353-2008.

BGJayceeeandK100
Haunted House
Open tonight. 7-11 p.m.
Wood County Fairgrounds

WANTED

WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER
130 tXVMO . UTIL CLOSF TOCAMPUS
PLEASE CALL 354 8400

When's The Last
Time You Had A
Home Cooked Meal?

RESTAURANT

When you come to Bob
Evans, you are treated
like guests for a home
cooked meal.

FOR SALE
#1 Awesome Spring Break'
Early Sign-up Speaalsl Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $2791 Includes 12 Meals t 6 Partiesl
Cancun & Jamaica $439 Air From Columbusl
1 800 678-6386.

1726 E. Woostcr Street
(Behind 13.P. Station)
Mastcrcanl/Vlsa accepted
Cany Out Available

*1 Aweeorrral
Spring Break Eady Specialsi Panama City
Oceanview Room With Kitchen 4 Fr»* Bus To
Bars $1291 Daytona (Kitchens) S1SBI Cocoa
Beach $1591 Key Wesl $22911 -800-678 6386
180 Oceanic tlshtank. Dual w*t/dry. oak canopy black light, pin* shelf stand, glass top,
coral, fish, pumps etc. Must seH. 353-1409
1984 Honda Ovic
auto, aa- -- S89S
352-1818
AM I M pull-out car stereo, too wan car stereo
amp, 150 watt sub box. A JVC S disc CD
player. Call 352 1521

Blue Huffy 10-speed, need rear rim
Good condition, $30
Call 372-4781 ask lor Dana

Child Car* needed in my
Perrysburg home, one to three
days per week (variable)
7:30am-5:30
Need own transportation
Excellent Pay.

CANNON TX. Fully Manual
Excellent Condrtionl 3 lenses
Call 288-2753

Let the

674-1930
Rundown, Stressed or Depressed?

Attend*
Stress Management Program
Mon. October 24th
al 7:00001
Offenhauer Main Lobby
Are You Streased Week Event*
SPRING BREAK-Nassau/Paradise Island.
Cancun and Jamaica from S299.Air. Hotel,
Translers, Pane* and Morel Organize small
group - em FREE trip plus commissions! Call
1-600-822-0321.
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE
Join ill
He fun!
Can 31? 8658 lor more info

BGSU Advertising Club Meeting
Mon. Oct 24th 8 00 Rm. 1000 BAA
Speaker: Fred Harrington, Account Exec.
from Harrington A Associates

Travel Free! Spring Break v5
Guaranteed lowest pncea to Jamaica. Cancun,
Florida. South Padre. Book early and save
J$S$ Organize group' Travel Freel Call Sun
Splash Tours fowl 1 -800-426-7710.
UAO EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
SCaah Prize*!
let place- t60
2nd place -130
SIGN UPOCT. I9-2S IN ROOM330 UNION
TOURNAMENT ON OCT. 25.6PM
IN THE OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER.
MOSELEY HALL
Free snacks! Fre* admiasionl
Call 2-2343 For more kilo.
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE
Applications tor Orientation Staff members become available Oct 17 si 406 Student Services and are due Oct. 26.
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE
"Th* tew * th* finest University Ambassador*"
-Appa. AVAILABLE Fn Oct 14
in Student Services Rm. 405
S Milen Alumni Center
-Appa. due Oct. 28 at Mteo Alumni Center

NFO RESEARCH, IMC.

BG News

CHOIR DIRECTOR tor adults and/or children
Also need an mterum director until position Is
fitted. Send a resum* of music •xpaneno* plus
references to Ihe First Chrlslan Church. 875
Haskins Rd.. Bowling Green, OH 43402 c/o
Carol Ballard, by October 24.

Fender Jazz Baas lor Sale
w/case and cable - exosMnt condition
$275, cream color w/tort shell
Call Ross at 372-5733

Counter, Waitstatf. Kitchen help - Flexible
hours. Apply al Chin* Oeliw 10877 Fr**mont
PHt* in Perrysburg across from Holiday Inn
Fmnch Quarters. Call 872-2414.

Huge Rummage Sale at Trinity United
Methodist Church - 200 N. Summit. BG
Bag Day on Tuesday from 9-4.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at horn*. All materials provided. Sand SASE to P.O. Box
10075. Oathe. KS 66051.

Love seat and sot* chair, double bed mattress,
lood processor, humidifier, eft. Christmas tree.
All like now Must sell 352-5288.

Environmental Activiats
Dont mosi jobs sound
BORING?
Earn money for school whit* investing time
preventing cancer from pesticides. Career opp.
PT avail. 4-10 M-F $250 to start 241-7674 for
mt. in Toledo
FULL-TIME OR PART TIME FOR 6 WEEKS
THIS FALL. MUST BE ABLE TO DO
GROUNDS WORK, GENERAL MAINTENANCE. EDUCATIONAL TOURS WITH 5 TO
12 YEAR OLDS. SECY/OFFICE SKILLS A

MOM A DAD LATELY?
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800-2895685

Only $1,500 lor a great car. 1984 Mercury
4 door. AfvVFM, cruise. A/C. 115,000 miles.
leather interior, new brakes, new tune-up.
i 531 -3783. Can be test driven on campus.

PLUS. CONTACT THE DIRECTOR. (4tg)
832-0114.
GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE!
Th* BG News is looking for an Aooount Eneeufjv* from Jan. W - Dec •»*:
-Work20hnvwk
■Sell and Service own Account kst
•Aims, 8400/mo commlMlon
•Make valuable contact* i n the f.«Jd
'Greater employment potential
after graduation.
Must be: Sals oriented, dedicated, easy going
and hive a desire to team. Must h»v* own car
Call 372-2608 tor more data Is or stop by 204
W Hall lor an application

Brighten Up
Your Day!!!

VEST'WXXI'L'Ty? SlXtESS?
Take Oat Tonr Frustrations!
The Pledge Class Of:

Azn
Presents

Car Bashing $1 for 3 Hits On A Car
In Front Of Union

Monday 9-4 p.m.

MOM)\. ONLY SPI < I \l

JOB OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Would you be interested in working for and growing with one of the
largest marketing research firms in the country?
NFO gathers information and opinions about a variety of consumer
products and services. We conduct computer assisted telephone
interviews speaking with NFO panelists nationwide. There is absolutely no
selling involved!

MEDIUM

NFO offers telephone interviews:
• Starting wage of $5.25 per hour
• Flexible evening & weekend shifts
• Pay for performance incentive
• Benefits
• Weekend shift differential
• Advancement opportunities
We arc 20 miles north right off 1-75 at 2700 Oregon Rd. in Northwood
for information and to complete an employment application.
riro RF.SF.ARCH, INC
IS AN KJCIAI OPI'OIMCINII Y I MI'l OYI l(

PIZZAS

Cheese & ONE Topping
Limited
Time Only

353 - 0044
1045 N. Main
Bowling Green

• No coupon necessary
• no other discount
with this offer
• Free delivery

